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eDirectory Field GuideFriends of Ed, 2005
eDirectory Field Guide is a handy reference for configuring, troubleshooting, and optimizing Novells eDirectory on NetWare, Linux, Unix, and Windows. Along with Sun ONE Directory Server and Microsoft Active Directory, Novells eDirectory is a leader in directory server software, the specialized database that enterprises employ to store...
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Zen and the Art of Information SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2007
While security is generally perceived to be a complicated and expensive process, Zen and the Art of Information Security makes security understandable to the average person in a completely non-technical, concise, and entertaining format.  Through the use of analogies and just plain common sense, readers see through the hype and become comfortable...
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AI 2006: Advances in Artificial Intelligence: 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Hobart, AustraliaSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AI 2006, held in Hobart, Australia in December 2006.
The 89 revised full papers and 70 revised short papers presented together with the extended abstracts of 4 invited speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from 689...
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Enabling Technologies for Mobile Services: The MobiLife BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book’s emphasis is on describing a complete architectural framework, which combines theory and practice in a way that gives a realistic view of the opportunities and challenges in the applications and services area, including results from both extensive user evaluations and technical evaluations. It will cover topics in the B3G area that...
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Learning jQuery 1.3Packt Publishing, 2009
Packed with great examples and clear explanations, this revised and updated version of Learning jQuery teaches you how to use jQuery 1.3. This book is for web designers who want to create interactive elements for their designs, and for developers who want to create the best user interface for their web applications. Basic JavaScript programming...
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Joomla! 1.5 SEOPackt Publishing, 2009
Some sites always appear at the top of a search result while others fail to even make it to the top ten. Wouldn't you want to see your site on the first page of any search result? This is not easily feasible if you are depending solely on the marketing guys whom you hire for SEO.

Joomla! SEO will help you to attract more visitors and...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	I love the Internet, and if you picked up this book, you probably do, too. The Internet is dynamic, chaotic, exciting, interesting, and useful, all at the same time. The Web is pretty fun from a user’s point of view, but that’s only part of the story. Perhaps the best part of the Internet is how participatory it is. You can build...
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Managing Oracle Fusion Applications (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2011


	Fusion Applications takes the concept of an Enterprise Application to a whole

	new level. Whether you’re in the IT department, a systems integrator, a business

	leader, or an end user, Fusion Applications has more of what you need, less of

	what you don’t, and some of what you didn’t even think possible.

...
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802.11n: A Survival GuideO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Communications is changing our life in many ways. Our society is increasingly dependent
	
		on wireless communications technologies and the applications they support. In
	
		the same way that we can’t understand how the folks who lived in 1800 managed
	
		without anesthesia, television, … (insert favorite must-have...
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iOS 5 Programming Pushing the Limits: Developing Extraordinary Mobile Apps for Apple iPhone, iPad, and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Apple has a history of alternating its releases between user-focus and developer-focus. The good news about iOS 5 is that it's all about the developers. The

	addition of Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) alone is worth the upgrade for developers. In one move, Apple has eliminated the number one cause of

	crashes in iOS applications,...
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Ext JS 4 Web Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Ext JS 4 is Sencha's latest JavaScript framework for developing cross-platform web applications. Built upon web standards, Ext JS provides a comprehensive library of user interface widgets and data manipulation classes to turbo-charge your application's development. Ext JS 4 builds on Ext JS 3, introducing a number of new widgets and...
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Managing and Optimizing VMware vSphere DeploymentsVMware Press, 2012

	In our experience as consultants, VMware vSphere is the most robust virtualization


	solution on the market. The technology is proven and the user base is large.





	Although the benefits of virtualization using vSphere are many, proper planning is

	required to gain these benefits from a vSphere...
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